
I For the One to Thank You For the Wrong Doing It

myname be the Mr GigglesWorth.and as to like you iam to the scam. artist.and as it.is i for the 
thanks. be to you for the.making mi lifs easiester. by with where the incompetency of your spam 
mail. mine be the appear legitimate/? but as god there be hope& i can dp the same for you.so 
with then the godspeed to you &the gracious regards.i forward look to the business future and 
the kindness of your reply where is explained you.then need &bankrouting, payment terms info 
etc. sincerity& kindness. regards

Americans are bombarded by advertising constantly.  They have become
cynical, untrusting, and more than a bit suspicious of anything 
unexpected that arrives in their inbox.  This, of course, is bad news for 
your email advertising campaign (unfairly labeled spam in this hostile 
legislative environment)... unless, that is, your ad copy has been 
sanitized, scrubbed clean, and totally revamped by GigglesWorth 
Internet Marketing Ventures™© (Patent Pending) (NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL MARKETS).
Here at GigglesWorth Internet Marketing Ventures™©(Patent Pending) 
we rewrite ad copy so rather than looking like the worthless spam that it 
is, it appears to be a genuine communiqué of the sort the receiver is 
interested in receiving: nay, looking forward to receiving.  But rather 
than promising riches or gold or offering a come on too good to be true, 
we carefully rephrase your hook in a way that causes it to blend in with 
the rest of the receiver’s inbox, turning it into a hook devoid of special 
meaning or promise, effectively transforming the hook into just another 
action item that needs to be completed in the course of the receives busy 
day.

This Holy Grail of Spam we achieve by utilizing our Five 
Step™©(Patent Pending)(not available in all markets) process:

And I suppose for this to be finished, I might have needed a five step process.  Oh, well, maybe 
someday.  But it’s been a year since I first had the idea, so probably not today.
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